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Japan bars new foreign
arrivals over Omicron
Philippines suspends decision to allow vaccinated tourists entry
TOKYO: Japan will reinstate tough border measures, barring all new foreign arrivals over the Omicron COVID variant, Prime Minister Fumio Kishida announced yesterday,
just weeks after a softening of strict entry rules. “We will
ban the (new) entry of foreigners from around the world
starting from November 30th,” Kishida told reporters.
Japan’s borders have been almost entirely shut to new
overseas visitors for most of the pandemic, with even foreign residents at one point unable to enter the country. In
early November, the government announced it would finally allow some short-term business travelers, foreign students and other visa holders to enter the country, while
continuing to bar tourists.
Tokyo had already announced on Friday it would require
travelers permitted to enter Japan from six southern African
countries to quarantine in government-designated facilities
for 10 days on arrival. The step was expanded to a total of
nine countries over the weekend. That measure now affects
travelers coming from South
Africa and neighboring
Namibia, Lesotho, Eswatini,
Zimbabwe, Botswana, Zambia,
Malawi and Mozambique.
Kishida said yesterday that
further quarantine restrictions
would be imposed on arrivals
from an additional 14 countries
and regions where the variant
has been detected, without
giving further details. The
prime minister said Japan is “in a stronger position against
the Omicron variant than other countries,” citing voluntary
mask-wearing and self-restraints about risk behaviors. Japan
has recorded just over 18,300 coronavirus deaths during the
pandemic, while avoiding tough lockdowns. After a slow
start, the country’s vaccination program picked up speed,
with 76.5 percent of the population now fully inoculated.
It has not detected any Omicron cases but the National
Institute of Infectious Diseases is analyzing a case of a
traveler from Namibia who recently tested positive for the
coronavirus. Kishida said he recognized there “might be
criticism” that the border tightening was “too cautious
when we don’t have a full understanding of the situation.” “I
take full responsibility for that,” he added. G7 health ministers are set to meet later in the day to discuss the new

strain-first detected in South Africa-and the fresh challenge
it poses to global efforts to battle the pandemic.
The Philippines also said it would temporarily suspend
plans to allow fully vaccinated tourists entry, in a bid to
prevent the variant taking off in a country where most of
the population remains unvaccinated. Manila had hoped to
revive the country’s battered economy by allowing jabbed
tourists entry as of tomorrow.
The variant is also throwing a tentative opening-up into
doubt in Australia, where the government is now reconsidering plans to relax border restrictions further in just two
days. But with three Omicron cases confirmed in people
flying into Australia from southern Africa-two landing in
Sydney and one in the northern city of Darwin-Prime
Minister Scott Morrison appeared reluctant to re-impose
the kinds of strict lockdowns seen earlier this year. “We
don’t just need to learn to live alongside COVID, we need
to learn to live alongside the
variants as well,” he said.
‘Race against time’
Much of the uncertainty
surrounds just how infectious
Omicron is and how resistant
it is to existing vaccines. The
prestigious Bambino Gesu
hospital in Rome on Sunday
released the first “image” of
the new strain and confirmed
there were many more mutations than seen in the Delta
variant, though said that does not mean it is more dangerous. But European Commission chief Ursula von der Leyen
said Sunday governments faced a “race against time” to
understand the strain and that vaccine manufacturers
needed two to three weeks “to get a full picture of the
quality of the mutations”.
A long list of countries have already imposed travel
restrictions on southern Africa, including key travel hub
Qatar, as well as the United States, Britain, Brazil,
Indonesia, Saudi Arabia, Kuwait and the Netherlands. The
Jewish state has also announced some of the strictest
curbs, closing the borders to all foreigners just four weeks
after reopening to tourists following a prolonged closure.
Angola on Sunday became the first southern African
country to suspend all flights from its regional neighbors

World races
to stem new
COVID variant

NARITA: People wait to be transported to a quarantine facility after arriving at the Narita Airport in Narita,
Chiba prefecture yesterday. —AFP

Mozambique, Namibia and South Africa.
Calls for ‘global solidarity’
South Africa has strongly protested the new restrictions,
with its foreign ministry claiming it is being “punished” for
first identifying a strain that has now been detected everywhere from the Netherlands to the UK, Canada to Hong
Kong. President Cyril Ramaphosa on Sunday urged countries to lift the travel bans “before any further damage is
done to our economies”, while his counterpart in Malawi,
Lazarus Chakwera, accused Western countries of
“Afrophobia” for shutting their borders.
The head of the World Health Organization in Africa also
urged countries to follow the science rather than impose
flight bans in a bid to contain the new COVID strain. “With

NEW DELHI: India’s parliament voted yesterday to
scrap agricultural reform laws that sparked a year
of huge protests by farmers, after a surprise U-turn
by Prime Minister Narendra Modi. Thousands of
farmers have been camped out on the outskirts of
the capital New Delhi since last year - one of the
biggest challenges to Modi’s Hindu nationalist government since he came to power in 2014.
The rallies became a lightning rod for discontent
in a country where two-thirds of the 1.3 billion
population rely on agriculture for their livelihood.
In its first meeting for the winter session, both
houses of India’s parliament rushed through a bill
to scrap the laws, after Modi’s shock decision to

reverse course earlier this month. But farmers’
unions have vowed to keep up the fight against the
government until they secure further concessions.
“First major victory of the farmers’ movement
today, while other important demands are still
pending,” said Samyukta Kisan Morcha, a coalition
of farmers’ groups, in yesterday statement. They are
seeking minimum prices for crops and compensation for the families of hundreds of farmers they say
died during the protests, among other demands. “I
don’t think this government has any sympathy for
farmers,” Vishavjot Mann, who joined a weekend
rally for agricultural workers in Mumbai, told AFP.
“The government have just announced that they
will repeal the laws, not because they think that
they were wrong but because they understand that
these protests will hamper their election results,”
she added. Modi’s reversal came ahead of important elections for his Bharatiya Janata Party in
states including Punjab and Uttar Pradesh, both
home to huge numbers of farmers. The government
claimed the reforms, passed in September last year,

Losing parties cry
foul after tense
Kyrgyzstan vote

allocate more votes to the 21 parties competing
than had been cast during the election. “Votes were
stolen from (our party),” Bektur Asanov, a candidate
from the opposition Ata-Meken party, told a crowd
of around 300 outside CEC headquarters. “We
don’t fear arrests. Again we have shamed ourselves
in front of the world with these elections.”

BISHKEK: Opposition parties in Kyrgyzstan yesterday accused authorities of stealing their votes in a
parliamentary election that was marked by tensions
and claims of a coup plot. Several hundred supporters from at least four opposition parties gathered
outside the offices of the Central Election
Commission in the capital Bishkek, with police
watching on. Many raised concerns about an automated count of Sunday’s votes that was hit by technical issues, though international observers said the
election had proceeded largely well.
In three decades of independence, the impoverished ex-Soviet Central Asian nation has seen three
presidents unseated during street protests fuelled
by a combination of corruption, crackdowns and
anger over perceived election irregularities. Populist
leader Sadyr Japarov claimed ahead of Sunday’s
vote that a coup attempt was being planned, and 15
people were detained. Results based on a nearcomplete automated count on Sunday evening
showed six parties entering parliament, with most
expected to be loyal to Japarov’s government.
But that was after the election commission’s
website appeared to suffer technical problems and

‘Problems’ with vote count
Officials have offered competing explanations for
the website’s failure as votes rolled in, while CEC
head Nurjan Shaildabekova offered apologies to the
protesters yesterday. “I apologize for the error that
emerged on the official site. But I guarantee that our
new system is working correctly,” Shaildabekova
told the crowd, which whistled as she spoke and
called for her dismissal.
The crowd dispersed and one opposition candidate, journalist Ali Toktakhunov, said the parties had
formed a bloc and given authorities two days to
cancel the vote and set a date for new elections. An
international vote monitoring mission led by the
Organization for Security and Cooperation in
Europe did not mention the problem in its statement
released yesterday. It said that “election preparations were handled efficiently by the election
administration” with voters offered “a wide range of
choices” and that the election was competitive. But
during the mission’s press conference, observer
Audrey Glover called the website event “rather concerning”. “We look forward to hearing from the
CEC how and why this happened,” Glover said,

responding to a question from a journalist.
Mission head Peter Juel-Jensen acknowledged
“significant procedural problems” during the vote
count. Russia-allied Kyrgyzstan’s most recent round
of instability came after parliamentary elections a
year ago, when supporters of losing parties took to
the streets to denounce a vote they said was rigged
in favor of parties close to then-president
Sooronbay Jeenbekov. The results were annulled
and current leader Japarov, freed from prison during the unrest, was elected in January. —AFP

‘Wide support’ for
Taiwan policy in
Lithuania: MP

Taiwan and vows to re-take it one day, by force if necessary. It has become increasingly bellicose towards
Taiwan since the 2016 election of President Tsai Ing-wen,
who rejects its stance that the island is part of Chinese
territory. Lithuania is among a group of Baltic and
Central European countries that are seeking closer ties
with Taiwan, even if that angers Beijing.
In May, Lithuania announced it was quitting China’s
17+1 cooperation forum with Central and Eastern
European states, calling it “divisive”. Lithuania’s decision
to allow Taiwan to open a representative office under its
own name further infuriated China, which downgraded
diplomatic ties with the country this month. Beijing
baulks at any use of the word “Taiwan”, or any references to the island as a “country” and diplomatic gestures that might lend a sense of international legitimacy
to the island.

“Lithuanian government policy toward Taiwan has
wide support in our society,” said Maldeikis when meeting Tsai. “There are a lot of opportunities for economic
and cultural cooperation between our countries,” he said.
“A long-term stable and efficient cooperation is possible
precisely because our societies are based on the same
principles of democracy, human rights and rule of law.” He
hopes Vilnius’s soon-to-be-opened trade office in Taipei
will help strengthen bilateral ties and contribute to closer
relations between Taiwan and the European Union.
Beijing yesterday condemned the visit by Baltic lawmakers and said those who “damage China’s sovereignty will
inevitably pay a due price”. On Sunday, China sent 27
warplanes into Taiwan’s air defence identification zone,
the same day as the Baltic delegation was arriving and
after a second delegation of US lawmakers visited the
island this month. —AFP

Indian parliament
votes to scrap
farm reform laws

TAIPEI: A Lithuanian lawmaker visiting Taiwan said yesterday there was “wide support” among the public in his
country for warming relations with the island, after a row
with China for allowing Taipei to open a de facto embassy
in Vilnius. Matas Maldeikis led a delegation of parliamentarians from Lithuania, Estonia and Latvia that arrived in
Taiwan on Sunday, the latest in a recent string of visits by
foreign politicians despite Beijing’s opposition.
China claims sovereignty over self-ruled democratic

the Omicron variant now detected in several regions of the
world, putting in place travel bans that target Africa attacks
global solidarity,” WHO regional director Matshidiso Moeti
said. But in a sign of optimism, Singapore and Malaysia
eased coronavirus travel restrictions on one of the world’s
busiest land borders after nearly two years. As of yesterday,
vaccinated citizens, those holding permanent residency status and work permits can cross the one-kilometer causeway
separating the countries without having to quarantine. And
despite the new threat, tens of thousands rallied in Austria to
protest the government’s recent introduction of compulsory
vaccination-the first EU country to do so. Chancellor
Alexander Schallenberg said it was “a minor interference”
compared to the alternative for a country with one of the
lowest vaccination rates in Western Europe. —AFP

Finland’s secret
school for children
of IS fighters
NEW DELHI: India’s Prime Minister Narendra Modi
(C) addresses the media upon his arrival to attend
the winter session of the parliament in New Delhi
yesterday. —AFP

aimed to deregulate farm produce markets. But
farmers said the laws would lead to a corporate
takeover of the industry. —AFP

GORNAYA-MAYEVKA: Members of a local election commission empty a ballot box to count votes as part of
Kyrgyzstan’s parliamentary election in the village of
Gornaya Mayevka outside Bishkek. —AFP

HELSINKI: At home in the Finnish capital, Ilona
Taimela scrolls through hundreds of WhatsApp chats
with her former pupils-pictures of animals, maths sums
and simple sentences in English and Finnish. The
teacher last year gave lessons to Finnish children
imprisoned some 3,000 kilometres (1,800 miles) away
in Syria’s Al-Hol displacement camp-using only the
messaging app.
Al-Hol is a sprawling tent city housing around
60,000 people, mainly women and children displaced
by the US-backed battle to expel the Islamic State
group from war-torn Syria. Among them are thousands
of children of foreign mothers who travelled to Syria to
be the wives of IS jihadists.
“Some of the children didn’t know what a building
is, what a house is, because they’ve always been in a
tent,” Taimela told AFP. “There was so much that they
needed to learn.” Rights observers warn the camp’s
children are under constant threat from violence, poor
sanitation and fires.
“It’s a miserable place, it’s out of control,” said Jussi
Tanner, Finland’s special envoy charged with ensuring
the fundamental rights of the Finnish children in Al-Hol,
including access to healthcare and schooling, and
eventual repatriation.
Extremist propaganda “is free to roam with no
counter-messaging,” he said. Tanner had the idea of
offering lessons by phone to Al-Hol’s Finnish children
when schoolchildren everywhere moved to distance
learning at the start of the coronavirus pandemic. With
the help of Finland’s Lifelong Learning Foundation,
officials engaged Taimela, a specialist in teaching
Finnish kids abroad, and another teacher, to design and
teach a curriculum.
‘What’s the weather there?’
With phones banned in the camp, the lessons would
have to be in secret, and the politically sensitive project
was also to be kept hidden from the Finnish public.
Tanner forwarded details about the voluntary classes
to the mothers.
“That same day... we got maybe eight children,”
Taimela said. Soon 23 of around 35 Finnish children in
the camp had signed up. “Good morning! Today is
Thursday May 7, 2020. The first day of distance
school!” Taimela’s first message to the children included a smiling selfie.
“The sun is shining here in Finland. What kind of
weather is it there?” Soon Taimela and her colleague
were exchanging hundreds of text and voice messages
a day with the children, who were taught one or two
subjects a day.
“The little ones would always get Finnish, and the
older ones would get geography or history, and some
of them also wanted to learn English.” Sending photos
used too much data, so the teachers relied on emojis,
but soon realised there were no symbols for mathematical fractions or the ubiquitous Finnish blueberry.
“During the year the blueberry [emoji] arrived, so
we were happy,” Taimela says, laughing. Despite only
knowing scant details about the children, Taimela said
she and her colleague were “worried all the time about
their welfare.” —AFP

